The contrast formation mechanism in Nanoscale Infrared Spectroscopy (Nano-IR or AFM-IR) is analyzed for the boundary between two layers with different light absorption, thermal and elastic parameters. Analytical results derived in the decoupling approximation for low frequency limit show that the response amplitude is linearly proportional to the intensity of the illuminating light and thermal expansion coefficient. The spatial resolution between two dissimilar materials is linearly proportional to the sum of inverse light adsorption coefficients and to the effective thermal transfer length. The difference of displacements height across the T-shape boundary ("thermo-elastic step") is proportional to the difference of the adsorption coefficients and inversely proportional to the heat transfer coefficient. The step height becomes thicknessindependent for thick films and proportional to in a very thin film. 1 Infrared spectroscopy is a well-explored analytical technique that finds numerous application is chemistry, 1, 2 on-line monitoring sensors 3 and industrial set-ups. 4 It is based on a wavelengthspecific absorption of light due to the molecular vibrations. These spectra contain 5-7 information regarding chemical composition, molecular orientation, crystallinity and defects of the materials
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The contrast formation mechanism in Nanoscale Infrared Spectroscopy (Nano-IR or AFM-IR) is analyzed for the boundary between two layers with different light absorption, thermal and elastic parameters. Analytical results derived in the decoupling approximation for low frequency limit show that the response amplitude is linearly proportional to the intensity of the illuminating light and thermal expansion coefficient. The spatial resolution between two dissimilar materials is linearly proportional to the sum of inverse light adsorption coefficients and to the effective thermal transfer length. The difference of displacements height across the T-shape boundary ("thermo-elastic step") is proportional to the difference of the adsorption coefficients and inversely proportional to the heat transfer coefficient. The step height becomes thicknessindependent for thick films and proportional to in a very thin film. Infrared spectroscopy is a well-explored analytical technique that finds numerous application is chemistry, 1, 2 on-line monitoring sensors 3 and industrial set-ups. 4 It is based on a wavelengthspecific absorption of light due to the molecular vibrations. These spectra contain [5] [6] [7] information regarding chemical composition, molecular orientation, crystallinity and defects of the materials
structure. The ability to analyze it locally gives new insights on the distribution of the absorbers within the sample. The conventional IR microscopy allows for the spatial resolution in the range of microns 8 , which is limited by the optical diffraction. However, by using the atomic force microscopy it is possible to significantly scale down the size of the region being probed. In this AFM-IR set-up the infrared light is absorbed by the sample and the sharp tip detects the mechanical displacement the originating from the thermal expansion. As a result, the local properties of the various objects as well as the mapping capabilities are available to researchers working on polymers, 9, 10 biological samples 11, 12 and semiconductors. 13, 14 There has been a significant progress over the course of last five years towards the improvement of the AFM-IR as a modern technique of analysis. However, the contrast formation mechanism in this technique remains relatively unknown. The case of a spherical sample surrounded by the isotropic homogenous media was examined, 15 with the special attention has been paid to the dynamics of the cantilever as it comes in contact with the periodic photothermally induced sample expansion. However, further progress in the nanoscale infrared analysis required rigorous investigation of the fundamental relationships between physical parameters of the sample and the quality of the spectral acquisition and mapping.
This paper focuses on the on the analytical treatment of the photothermal expansion of the contacting region of two materials with the varying infrared absorption coefficients located on a rigid substrate. The contrast between the regions and AFM-IR scan is being considered in details. The width of the thermoelastic response transient region and the step height are being calculated as functions of the inverse light adsorption coefficients, effective thermal transfer length and the thickness of the film. This analysis follows the previous development of linear resolution theory for piezoresponse force microscopy [16] [17] [18] [19] and electrochemical strain microscopy. 20 Specifically, our model considers the film of thickness h on the infinitely thick rigid substrate. This film is comprised of region A and B separated by initially vertical boundary, deposited on substrate C [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The elastic properties, heat conductions, and light adsorption lengths of the regions A, B and C are known. The surface is illuminated by the periodically modulated IR-illumination, while the modulation frequency ( =1 kHz -1 MHz) is well below IR frequencies. Light adsorbs according to the Beer's law and generates heat hence causing thermal expansion. The latter causes a bulk strain leading to the surface deformation. We aim to calculate the mechanical displacement profile across A-B boundary caused by the light illumination that can be measured experimentally via AFM tip [ Fig. 1(b I. Theoretical formalism. A. Heat sub-problem. Temperature distributions in the multi-region system is described by a coupled system of linear thermal conductivity equations, at that each layer is characterized by its own equation for the temperature variation inside each region:
where corresponds to the regions A (
at t=0) and C ( . We note that the typical contact area in SPM experiment is well below micron-scale. The corresponding intrinsic resonance frequencies of material are thus in the GHz range, well above the practically important limits (both in terms of ion dynamic, and SPM-based detection of localized mechanical vibrations). Hence, we can the equation of mechanical equilibrium in the quasi-static case. This mechanical equilibrium equation,
, along with Hooke's law leads to the Lame-type equations for mechanical displacement vector in the regions A, B, C:
Elastic boundary conditions to Eqs. (2) are the absence of the normal stresses mechanically free surfaces of media "A" and "B" ( ) ( . The boundary problem (1)- (2) 
( ) ( ) (
Explicit form of
The displacement can be found in decoupled approximation assuming that all elastic properties of the media A and B are the same ( ), and both materials are placed on elastically matched substrate (i.e. the latter assumption is a very good approximation for the case when the materials A and B are in fact one material doped by different photoactive impurities 
Here v is a Poisson ratio. Elementary estimates show that the low frequency limit ( ) can be a reasonable approximation when the absorption coefficients are enough high in the actual frequency range, i.e.
Being further interested in the case for which the seeming pole exists in Eq.(4b), we simplify the expression (4a) as
The expression (5) 
where the function is introduced:
the main terms of the function f are
The profile (6) saturation obeys long-range Lorentz law [the last term], it is not exponential as anticipated.
The function step height can be estimated as ( ) ( )
Using the estimate in Eq. (8) Where λ→0 when deriving Eq.(9). As one can see the step is proportional to the difference of the adsorption coefficients and inversely proportional to the heat transfer coefficient ; it is thickness-independent for thick films and proportional to in very thin films. However 
III. Results of numerical modeling for the static response.
To go beyond the linear decupling approximation we solved numerically the coupled problem that statement is given by Eqs. (1)- (6).
Results of the finite elements modeling (FEM) are presented below for two cases. We consider strongly or slightly doped or pristine PMMA material as the regions A and B, which differs only in the light absorption coefficients [see the first column in Table I ]. We also regard that m m α ≅ γ in accordance with the energy conservation law in the case of negligible light reflection from the surface z=0. We chose PMMA because of its perfect compatibility with many other advanced materials to forming polymer-polymer, polymer-oxide, polymer-semiconductor and nanocomposite thin-film diphasic structures on Si-substrates, 27-31 which are in particular promising for nanoscale memory charge switching devices used conducting atomic force microscopyKelvin probe microscopy writing-reading technique 27 .
The temperature and strain fields inside the 1-µm layers of heavily doped with a photoactive impurity (region B on the right) and slightly doped or pure PMMA (region B on the left) deposited on a transparent silicon substrate are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) , respectively.
Since the light absorption coefficients of doped and pure PMMA differ by a factor of 100, the entire heating (by 3.5 K) occurs in the highly doped PMMA region that creates a "hump-like" surface deformation of the order of 0.035% leading to an inhomogeneous rising of the surface of the parts of the layer. The maximal height of the hump is on the order of 200 pm far from the boundary AB. Table I .
The dependence of the doped PMMA surface displacement profile on the distance to the nominal boundary AB (x = 0) has the form of a smoothed step [see Fig. 3 (c) and 3 (d) ]. The height and width of the step depend substantially on the difference of the absorption coefficients [see different curves in Fig. 3 (c) ]. The step is absent at equal coefficients The height and profile of the step depends on the value of the heat exchange coefficient g F , and the lowest step with the height of 100 pm corresponds to the highest g F =3×10 5 W/(K m 2 ), and the highest step with the height of 200 pm corresponds to the smallest g F =3×10 3 W/(K m 2 ) (see different curves in Fig. 3 (d) ).
The numerical results shown in Figs. 3 (c) and 3 (d) for thin films are qualitatively and in part quantitatively consistent with approximate analytical calculations for sufficiently thick films, the results of which are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and 2 (b) . This gives us grounds to regard that the 
Note that the physical boundary S AB between the regions A and B can shift with time as well as the top surface bends due to the thermo-elastic effects, but in order to derive analytical results we will neglect the effect in the thermal problem solution at the first approximation [see Fig. 1(a) and (b) ]. Numerical simulations using e.g. FEM will account for all these changes in a self-consistent way. 
The boundaries initial location are
The thermal boundary conditions at the physical boundary S AB are the continuity of heat fluxes and the equality of the layers' temperatures,.
The boundary initial location is
The boundary conditions at the substrate ( h z = ) are similar to (3b), namely: Elastic boundary conditions to Eqs. (5) are the absence of the normal stresses mechanically free surfaces S A and S B of media "A" and "B" 7a) where ν is the Poisson coefficient.
After Fourier transformation and using Percival theorem Eq. (7) becomes , Eq.(7) reduces to: 0   3  2  1  3  2  2  1  1  3  1  2   3  2  1  2  /  3  2  3   2  2  2   2  1  1   3  2  1  3  2  1  3   ,  ,  ,  exp  1   ,  ,  ,  1  ) 
Equations (7)- (8) define the surface displacement at location (0,0) induced by the redistribution of temperature defined by field. In the next sub-section we consider the case when the temperature field can be found analytically. 
.
(substrate C:
Here the complex source is
Where e.g. The doping/pump x-profile is very smooth,
( ) ( ) (
Since the Fourier transformation over x coordinate of the heat source is
Where ( )
is the frequency spectrum of e.g.
( ) ( )
. The frequency spectrum of the stationary solution of the boundary problem (9)- (10) can be found in the form:
of inhomogeneous Eq.(9a) t satisfies the equation
. It has the form:
The thermal field of substrate that vanishes at ∞ → z has the form
) .
(12c)
The spectral functions ,
can be found from the boundary conditions (10) , which lead to the system of linear equations:
The solution of the system (13) has a rather cumbersome form ( )
20
Finally the Fourier images of the temperature field
is given by Eq.(12b), and its explicit form is
the evident form of Eq.(17a) becomes: 
When deriving Eq.(20) we used the identity 
Where the functions are introduced: 
